**Snow Removal Questions and Answers for the Following Bids:**

**B1900134, B1900135, B1900139 & B1900140**

September 25, 2019

1. There is no mention of ice, only snow. We know from past experience ice is almost as common & often more dangerous than just snow. When we handled these locations for Weld County previously there was Snow/Ice verbiage as ice will require the same **attention-to-detail** for safety purposes. This bid request lists snow only, which I assume is merely an unintended omission. Please confirm so I am able to include with the appropriate bid details.

   **Answer:** The bid specifications require that with each removal, ice melt shall be spread on all sidewalk areas.

2. Snow Depth also is not listed. Is it 1-3, 3-6, etc? The process, head count, product used and plow requirements vast differ from 2" to 12". Without a depth parameter (maybe I just missed it?), we will bid a generic 40". That will obviously influence the bid(s) monetarily. Please confirm depth parameters.

   **Answer:** The bid is for full removal prior to 7 AM. It does not matter if there is 1-inch or 12-inches. The price should be all-inclusive. The bid for partial removal is for is similar. Partial removals will be coordinated with a B&G representative prior to accomplishing for the verification of need and time.